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“The Crew” from Jervis Bay Maritime 
Museum are the winners of the 2020 

Hal Harpur Award for the multi-year 
restoration of the 1911-built Crest.More 

details on page 7
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Annual General Meeting 2020
All Members were provided with the 2020 WBA Annual 
Report recently. The Annual General Meeting held via Zoom 
on Tuesday, 9 March saw the election of the following Office 
Bearers for 2021:

President – Peter Widders
Vice President – Nick Lawther
Treasurer – Malcolm Boyd
Secretary – Bill Thompson
Membership Secretary – Ross Andrewartha
Committee Members – Sally Ostlund (Merchandise Officer)
    Ross Marchant
    John Gale
    Denis Songeon
    Malcolm Wright
Scuttlebutt Editor -  Greg Widders (Non- Committee 
Member)

I am grateful to all Members for their ongoing commitment to 
the work of our Association.

Hal Harpur Award 2020
An annual highlight of the WBA calendar is the Hal Harpur 
Award. The Committee decided in 2020 that the Award would 
be held despite the disruption of Covid 19. The 4 nominees 
were spread from Sydney, to Jervis Bay, Guerilla Bay and 
Canberra. The 3 judges for the 2020 event, Bill Thompson, 
Rob Hardy and John Gale completed the program of visits 
to the 4 nominees and the Award was announced at the 
combined AGM/Hal Harpur Award on Tuesday, 9 March.
Please see in this issue of Scuttlebutt for further 
information.
The Award was presented to ‘The Crew’ at Jervis Bay 
Maritime Museum on Thursday, 18 March, while Bob 
Davies was presented with his Judges’ Commendation, 
WBA Certificate and Nominee plate on Sunday 14 
March.

WBA General Meetings
The Committee has for some time been discussing the 
possibilities around returning to General Meetings on 
the 2nd Tuesday of each month.

Vice President, Nick Lawther and I met with Sporties 
Club CEO, Brett Gibson, recently to discuss the needs of 
the Association and how we could work with Sporties 
Club during the next phase of their build program. The 
major outcome for the WBA from the refurbishment 
will be the creation of a function room that can be 
sealed off from the rest of the Club. Brett Gibson 
advised that we will be able to use the Function Room 
and return to the Club with no charges levied (as per current 
arrangements). We are hopeful that we will be able to return 
to Sporties, Gladesville in the first quarter of 2022.
Committee Member, Ross Marchant, has negotiated with 
Dundas Sports Club for the use of their meeting room for 
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WBA General Meetings. The Meeting Room will be hired for 
$50 per meeting, beginning with the Tuesday, May 11 General 
Meeting. A dining room is available for members.

WBA General Meeting – Tuesday, 11 May
Dundas Sports Club – 9 Elder Road, Dundas

Dinner –from 6pm   Meeting – 7.30pm – 9pm

WBA Picnic
Following the success of the Bantry Bay Raft-up in February, 
and a number of expressions of interest from Members, the 
Committee has decided to schedule another ‘get-together’ for 
the Association. This event will provide easier land access for 
Members who wish to attend, while also providing good water 
access, including a launching ramp.

Location: Kissing Point Park, Putney
Sunday, 26 September 2021    10am – 4pm 
Further Details will be provided in the coming months.

‘Syndicate’ Proposal
WBA Member, David Malone, is looking for members (no 
cost involved) to join him in sailing his 36ft Tasman Seabird. 
Syndicate Members would be able to sail with David on his 
yacht, while David and his co-owner meet all costs associated 
with the project. There is also the prospect of members 
sailing the yacht on their own: David is keen to see the yacht 
sailed and loved. A mooring in Burns Bay is close to a jetty 
with dinghy storage nearby.
See more in “Looking For” in this issue of Scuttlebutt

General Meetings are Back !!!
Tuesday, 11 May 2021

DUNDAS SPORTS CLUB   (Note change of venue)
9 Elder Road Dundas

6pm-onwards – Dinner
7.30pm – General Meeting

Peter Widders

Above: The 2020 Hal Harpur Winners receive the Hal Harpur 
Trophy. (Crest Group)
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Hal Harpur 2020

The Hal Harpur Award is for the person or persons who in the past 12 months has completed a project 
which best contributes to our objectives of encouraging the retention of wooden boat building skills or 

the preservation of wooden boats or maritime artifacts.

Judging Panel: 
Bill Thompson (Co-ordinator)   
Rob Hardy    
John Gale

Judges’ comments from Rob Hardy and Bill Thompson

4 nominations were received for the 2020 Award which was announced on Tuesday, 9 March 2021.

Ian Smith was nominated for his research and publication of the “The 18 
footer Britannia: 100 years of a Sydney Icon”.

Ian is a well- known member of the Wooden Boat Assn, having been the first 2-time winner of the 
Hal Harpur Award. Ian is an accomplished boat builder who first won the award for the research 
and building of the replica of the 18 ft skiff Britannia which he races regularly with the Sydney Flying 
Squadron. The second award was made for a book on Boatbuilding Techniques.
Ian’s entry this time is for the writing of a second book which is an update of the first book and is an 
historical capture of not only the skiffs, but 
of the characters involved. It is an excellent 
publication and will be the “go to” reference 
book for the Historic18 ft skiff class in the 
future.
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ACT resident, Bob Davies, received a Judges’ Commendation for his 
exquisite build of a Glen-L ‘Riviera’.

The Hal Harpur Award is awarded to the person nominated and not for the project. In Bob Davies’ 
case, his working life was with the Dept of Defence. He spent many years in the Navy and saw 
service in the Middle East before working with the Department in Canberra. This role was particularly 
stressful and resulted in a medical discharge. He soon realised that he needed to have a project 
to focus on and decided to build a boat. He completed a boat building course at the Wooden Boat 

School in Franklin Tasmania and after a lot of research, he purchased 
the plans for a Glen L Riviera classic speedboat.

The build took place over a 6 1/2 year period in his garage at home. 
The boat is constructed from three layers of ply diagonally glued and 
finished in a thin veneer of Jarrah.
The end result is a magnificently finished boat; total length of 22 ft with 
an large, imported V8 motor with the highest level of emission control.

“Eleanor” is an absolute picture and is used regularly on Lake Burley 
Griffin, and is one the very few power vessels permitted to do so. Bob’s 
attention to detail is amazing.
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Eric Simes was nominated for his build of a model of a Paul Gartside- 
designed skiff.

This entry from Eric Simes is a model of a Paul Gartside Victorian style gaff rigged cutter scaled 
down from the original 20ft plans.  “Terror” is exquisitely strip plank built in Huon pine together 
with highlights using Brazilian Mahogany – a combination featured in several other projects Eric 
has built.  The attention to detail is evident throughout the model including the complex rigging 
with fittings fabricated by Eric faithfully reflecting the original configuration.   
 
We saw a couple of other beautiful craft built by Eric which have featured on several occasions 
at the Wooden Boat Festival in Hobart and The Paynesville Classic Boat Rally.  Both of these are 
to Eric’s own design.  The model is Eric’s 12th boat project. Eric is Secretary of the Eurobodalla 

Woodies – an organisation devastated by the bushfires in 2020. Eric is 
actively involved in their recovery efforts – including hosting members at 
his shed at home for them to continue their projects.   
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The multi-year restoration of the 1911-built fishing boat Crest was the 
winner of the 2020 Award.

The restoration of the 1911 built Crest ticks all the boxes as far as the requirements for the HHA. 
Crest was built in Huskisson by a well regarded local builder and has spent all its life in Huskisson 
under about 4 owners. 

The seven year restoration by dedicated members of the JBMM under the directorship of Diana 
Lorentz had all the hallmarks of clear direction, genuine mateship, friendship and professionalism. 
One could not imagine a better team to carry out this restoration.

 The effort to restore Crest back to original, rather than to a modern 
day equivalent, under guidelines established by the ANMM, has been 
excellent even down to the procurement of planks of timber from Fiji 
which were the same as original planking. 
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BUILDING WOODEN MODELS
By Wal and Chris McCadames

The year 2020 has been an uncertain one but 
Wal turned a negative to a positive when our 
regular travels with a boat in tow, to attend boat 
festivals and gatherings around the country, were 
cancelled.

During 2019, a friend suggested that Wal build a 
model of one of our boats and Graham (friend) 
would help turn it into a radio-controlled putt-
putt.

Wal, while speaking to Alan (boat-builder friend) 
from Queensland, mentioned this maybe project 

so as Alan was driving south on his way to Tas-
mania, he called in and had a plan of a Chapman 
16ft launch and showed Wal how to scale it 
down for a 32 inch model.

As the weather was very warm, this project was 
started on the dining –room table. (Photo 1)
So was born CORONA I (Photo 2), then along 
came CORONA II (Photo 3 and 4), followed not 
long after by CORONA III Photo 5 and 6) and 
then a model of one of our trawlers TIGER(C IV) 
(Photo 7, 8 and 9). 

Each model is a little different, all built on the 
same jig but modified slightly. There have been a 
few challenges but not too numerous to stop the 
production line. One of the greatest challenges is 
where to store them when finished as they are all 

Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4
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32 inches in length.

Mid-November, Wal asked if I could make a Christmas card 
featuring the 4 models. Not a problem!!! So the search be-
gan for a suitable spot to put the slipway (that he had built) 
near the water and have a photo shoot of them all. (Photo 
2 and 7). After a search around the Lake we decided that 
Styles Point Park would do the trick (1 km from home).

Another idea was that we needed a ladder too: so where 
do you go for the rungs? – to the kitchen drawer and find 
the bag of new kebab sticks that have moved from house 
to house for the last ? years. And after about half an hour, 
we had a ladder. Buckets to represent paint pots on the 
slip were another idea we had so they were made using cit-
down pill bottles (who at our age does not have one or two 
of these sitting around?) with wire handles, stir sticks and 
anti-foul coloured gloss paint dribbled down the outside of 
each one.

Another idea was to build a trailer (Photo 10) for one of 
the models. CORONA III was chosen, so off to the model 
shop for some wheels and some brass tube to put the axle 
through. The result is a trailer built of wood for a wooden 
boat.

One of the challenges that has been hard to overcome 
has been the availability of accessories such as propellers 
(which Stefan found on the internet) steering wheels, lights 
etc, in the right scale as the models have not come in a kit 
form but are made of timber, plywood and old (found on 
Council clean-ups) timber Venetian Blinds and built to scale 
form the boats Wal has had to adapt.

Model five (Photo 11) was built and given as a 60th birthday 
gift and now model six is well underway.

Photo 5

Photo 6

Photo 7

Photo 8

Photo 9

Photo 10

Photo 11
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The Paynesville Report 
By Chris Dicker 

Well  - Paynesville has been abuzz this month, especially 
last weekend with the Marlay point race and the Metung 
state Dragon and Etchell titles. We are not much into racing 
(at least racing where there are rules) and Metung is a little 
highbrow for us but we did get involved with the Marlay Point 
race. That is as spectators. The race is in its 53rd year with 
103 starters, well down on the original 600+. Westwind had 
a perfect sail up Lake Victoria on the Saturday. We anchored 
near Loch Sport, on the southern side of the lake and pre-
tended we were free sailors again. Ah what you give up for 
what is considered a ‘normal life’. 

The race starts at sundown from Marlay Point, not that far 
from Sale and finishes at Paynesville, around 40 miles. I went 
on deck at 2am on Sunday morning to see there were already 
boats passing us. The wind was on the nose for them all 
night so we were seeing alternating red and green nav lights 
and the occasional stern light as they climbed their way 
towards the finish and a cooked breakfast. At 5.30am we got 
our anchor in along with a deal of mud and fell in with the 
main body of the fleet. We were in no hurry and we could see 
lights way up and down the lake so we doused the sails and 
just drifted. I ordered Gilli below for a catch up sleep as I am 
still the captain on Westwind at least, and what a captain. 

The east showed signs of light and navigation lights turned 
into sails as we drifted peacefully, watching the boats beat-
ing quietly about their business. Odd that the sounder should 
be showing 1.5 meters and of a sudden. I also noticed the 
dinghy, which was on a long painter, pointing the wrong way 
and up near the bow of the boat. After punching all this into 
the computer in my head I slowly realised we were aground. 
I start the engine and very luckily managed to reverse off the 
mud bank. When satisfied and relieved we were back in deep 
water I engaged forward to clear out of there. The dinghy, on 
the end of its long painter responded by falling astern but 
on the way the painter thought it might dally a while with the 
propeller. As slow as I am, I realised what was happening and 
engaged neutral to avoid a real bottleneck at the stern of the 
boat. Meanwhile, Gilli appearing at the companionway quite 
casually and almost comically asked what I might be doing 
to cause so much commotion on a Sunday morning. I said 
good morning again and raced forward to drop the anchor so 
we would not drift back onto the shoal. Calmness is every-
thing and really, unless we are in dire straits, I view every little 
dilemma as an exercise and usually enjoy it immensely. I 
mean what can go wrong on a lake!

This was to be my first swim for the year and I enjoyed the 
luxury of having no crocodiles, sharks or deadly jelly fish to 
worry about. It was a simple matter and we were soon on our 
way.
We tied up in Paynesville and had a talk to some of the finish-
ers who all said it was a good race.
Since then there has been a couple of possible Bass Strait 

windows but mostly it has been unseasonally windy. All the 
boats whose owners we know that have ventured forth have 
been bashed around - one losing two anchors and all their 
chain and another, a junk rigged dory, the experienced skip-
per injuring himself and requiring assistance.

We are also well aware of the rain and wind that has been 
bombarding Sydney and the mid north coast. It is very dry 
here in East Gippsland and I have just come in from watering 
our veggies.

Far from a climate change denier, we should not be alarmed; 
I grew up on a river and it was not uncommon to see it in 
spectacular flood with trees and bloated animals floating 
past. Three weeks of rain and clothing growing fungus. It is 
the land we live in. We then have a wonderful spell of......ev-
erything..... then bushfires and drought. It was, and hopefully 
is, what makes us.

Keep yer chin up everyone, it is still a beautiful world.
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BUY SWAP and SELL
WBA may place a non-commercial ad free of charge for 4 months. The 
ad will also be placed on the WBA Website for 4 months.
Members are asked to consider a $25 donation to the WBA on their 
sale of an item.
Non-members are charged $50 for a print-only ad (picture + text) and 
$80 for print + website.
Please advise the Editor if an item is sold.
NOTE: Free items – no charge – contact the Editor.

LOOKING FOR

FOR SALE
True craftsmanship is evident in this 16ft rowing/sailing 
wooden boat. Designed by renowned US small boat designer 
Phil Bolger, a lightweight version of the traditional fishing 
dory used by East Coast USA fishermen. Stitch & glue 
plywood construction, epoxy sheathed. Sails quite well, sail 
provided, also oars, spars, and hand trolley for moving the 
boat. Boat fits comfortably on a 1.8 x 1.2m trailer, drawbar 
extended. Please email Zoe at zflanaganfield@gmail.com
Price -$4,500

FOR SALE -

Bronze propellors: 
12”        $130.00
10 3/4”   $90.00
9”         $70.00  

Contact: 
John Wagemans
braeng53@optusnet.com.au
0415031064

‘Syndicate’ Proposal
WBA Member, David Malone, is looking for members (no 
cost involved) to join him in sailing his 36ft Tasman Seabird 
‘Carousel’. Syndicate Members would be able to sail with 
David on his yacht, while David and his co-owner meet all 
costs associated with the project. There is also the prospect 
of members sailing the yacht on their own: David is keen to 
see the yacht sailed and loved. A mooring in Burns Bay is 
close to a jetty with dinghy storage nearby.
Call David for more information: 0418 440 828

FOR SALE - Onrush is an 18 foot ex Navy Gig. Built from teak 
and converted to a pocket cruiser by Naval Architect Len 
Hedges. He rebuilt the boat from the keel up and glassed in-
side and out. Onrush is gaff rigged, sleeps two in her canvas 
cabin and has many sails, a VIRE engine and comes with the 
stock of spare parts bought from the VIRE company agent, 
when he retired. Moored in Pittwater. $5,500 Ring Cavan 
Lenaghan 0418 404 154

FOR SALE Acorn Skiff ( Designed by Iain Oughtred )
Beautifully crafted with attention to detail & ready to enjoy. 
LOA 13 feet 1 inch, beam 47 inches, depth 17 inches, sail is 
48 sq ft with a sprit rig. Construction is 3/16 glued lap clinker 
plywood, all epoxy sealed & painted. Full sailing rig with 
swing rudder, as new 
sail, mast sprit, oars & 
cast brass rowlocks. 
The new custom 
purpose built fully 
galvanised registered 
trailer is also for sale 
separately ( $1,500).

Price $5,500.00 - 
Contact Stephen Pinn 
- 0404 332 978

LOOKING FOR
Vire 6 or 7 condition not important,  i can fix whatever is 
needed.
contact John Wage-
mans
braeng53@optusnet.
com.au
0415 031 064

FOR SALE - Palana – a classic Tassie -built centreboard yawl 
is for sale Designed by Arthur Robb and built by master boat 
builder Max Creese in Hobart, following the finest Tasmanian 
traditions, she has been lovingly cared for (professionally 
maintained) with beautiful original Oregon masts (main 
and mizzen). - Strip plank King Billy Pine, resorcinol glued. 
Very good condition.  - $65,000 negotiable - Contact: Robbie 
Williams 0414 406 222 dinkydy@optusnet.com.au

FOR SALE Part complete 14’ putt putt’ Due to ill health I have 
to abandon building a 14’ putt putt. I include all huon pine 
and spotted gum to complete the project. Outer hull in huon 
pine 90% complete.
Total price: $3850. Also included is a thicknesser, 3/8 copper 
rod and silicon bronze nuts and washers. Welcome to 
inspect at the central coast NSW. 
John Wagemans - Contact me: 0415031064
braeng53@optusnet.com.au

LOOKING FOR
WBA Member’ Jaime Arvela, 
is looking for back issues of 
Australian Amateur Boat Builder. 
He has Issue 60 (jan, Feb, Mar 
2008) – featuring the build of a 
Paul Gartside-designed 10ft skiff 
by Andrew Denman. There were 
2 more articles in the series – not 
necessarily consecutive issues.

Please call Jaime on 0457 386 270
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Members are able to purchase/order 
items  at a General Meeting or by email 
to the Merchandise Officer, Sally Ostlund, 
(salsonsquarerig@gmail.com)  AND to 
the Treasurer (treasurer@wbansw.asn.
au)

When items are not in stock, they will be 
ordered and advice provided about avail-
ability and delivery costs.

MERCHANDISE

ON THE HORIZON 

General Meeting Speakers/Topics will be announced as soon as 
possible.
Monday 19 April - Committee Meeting (Sporties Gladesville)
Tuesday, 11 May –General Meeting – Dundas Sports Club
Monday, 17 May – Committee Meeting (Sporties Gladesville)
Tuesday, 8 June – General Meeting – (Dundas Sports Club)
Monday, 14 June – Committee Meeting (Sporties Gladesville)
Hal Harpur Award and Christmas Dinner
Tuesday, 14 December – Dundas Sports Club
6.15pm Dinner - 7.30pm Award Evening

WBA Picnic – 26 September 2021 10am – 4pm: Kissing Point 
Park, Putney.
Further information to be advised.
Timber, Tools and Artisans Shows
Sydney -1- 13 June 2021
Canberra (ACT) 12-14 November 2021

2022
4-6 March 2022 – Paynesville Classic Boat Rally

When WBA General Meetings were able to be held, a regular seg-
ment was devoted to questions from the floor to seek answers 
to the questions, of all shapes and sizes, which crop up in our 
work with wooden boats. We have not been able to meet since 
March, 2020, it is timely to ‘re-boot’ this segment in Scuttlebutt.
Contributions/Questions welcomed: Send to president@wban-
sw.asn.au

Bandsaw tyres.  - Looking for a supplier of rubber (not polyure-
thane) tyres for bandsaw wheels as tyres rather try than strips to 
be cut and joined.

Thanks.  
Nick Lawther - 0407236999

ASK SOMEONE WHO KNOWS


